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The Counselor's Challenge - Why No-. Let

Dr. Dianne S. Pete

Her Be

Abs

Dr. Richard E. Miller

Counselor attitudes toward career goals of students,are-often
-n. luenced -by sex stereotyping, but such attitudes can be changed.
.By becoming aware of how and when sex stereotyping occurs,
counselors can be more effective in helping their clients, espe-7_
cially women, to see a wide range of alternatives that include bo h
marriage and a career.

At an all day workshop for Counselors from public schools and
community Colleges of a southwestern region of the United States,
the researchers presented a 15-item attitudinal questionnaire,
regarding perspectives; characteristics and conceptual information
about women. Fifty counselors took the test before and after a
workshop presentation on general research findings regarding the
life_styles- of working women and implications of suCh findings-for
counseling with women,clients.

Results of the research were: 1) Although male counelors are
either neutral or hold slightly positive attitudes towards:women
working, their female counterparts-hold significantly more positive
attitudes toward women and careers, with or witribut marriage; 2)'
The general attitudinal chazi;ges for both male and.female counselor
become increasingly focused on the',counseling process itself; 3)

Attitudcs can be changed regarding-careers-for,-women'and'both male
and female counselors showed sizeable positive changes during the
workshop; 4) Both male and female counselors in the sample 'popula-
tion are influenced in one way or another, by sex stereotypes.

...Taken collectively, the data from this research tend to suggest
that although sex-stereotyping may well be an inVidious,and subtle
societal- stamp, it can be overcome chiefly by a reasonable and

,

/ deliberate presentation of factual, data.
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WHY NOT LET HER BE: A CHALLENGE

FOR COUNSELORS

r-4 DianneS. Peters, Office of the Dean
The Uniuersity of Texas of

the Permian Bas

Richard E. Miller, Pedagogical Studies
The University of Texas of
.the Permian Basin

Any sort of stereotype is an Invidious stamp. It.haidens those who

succumb to its imprint on others, and it victimizes those who arebrand-d by

To stereotype human beings in terms of their aex, fox eXample, exerts

often ironic, double pressures on all human beings. Many meWand some

women hold firm to the stereotype that women who workeannot maintainliome,

marriage, and family while th'y'work -- this, in the faceof demographic and

psychological evidence to the contrary -- and brand women 'who work as

unworthy of womanhood. But the stereo ype turns back on those who use i

too; tho.e who use the stereotype often feel guilty and/or defensive about

using it In other words, the stereotype.' Is invidious because it denies

individual human dignity not only to those wbo bear its stamp and neither

want nor need to, but also to those who do want and need the stamp to make

comfortable an unco table part of their lives.

Counselors themselves Are no strangers to stereotypical attitudes.

They see such attitudes in the behavior of their clients, and, armed with'

propr ate information and counseling techniques, are often -suece - ul in

dispelling the myths surroundIng any stereotype. However, in'the face'

of unfortenate social attitudet against career women, counseling._ effo.

when made-, sometimes meet with unfortunate ends. Thot is to say, given
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Ling social attitudes which discilminate aginst career women, even to

es lblish a facilitative counseling -Plitionship may be .difficult at best and,

inpossible aorst, and so b th means and ends are often thwarted. To focus

on counselors' attitudes toward career women in contemporary American society,

then, might lend insight to counseling

a purpose is th- present study directed.

SAMPLE AND PROCEDURP

a

this regard. Toward such

During the spring of 1975, some fifty counselors, approximately in the

ratio of two men for each woman, from the public schools and tommunity-

junior colleges of a southwes ern region of the United States met in a

one-day workshop r purpose was to heco e informed about the

general research findings regarding the life styles of working women

well as to discuss the implications of such findings for counseling'with

their client-students. At the beginning of the ses ion the counselors

responded to a fiftern-it m attitudinal questionnaire designed to elicit

their awareness of info nation in four general areas of concern:

'Cluster Oue: American higher education's perspective

toward its women.

Cluster : The characteristics of women in general.

Cluster Th : The chara- eristics of career women as children, as 'students,

and as working wives and mothers.

Cluster Four: Contemporary conceptual information about counseling with

women.

In general, the underlying research giving rise to the questionnaire

.-demonstra__- that Ametican higher education pro eeds from a rigid male

perspective ((;luster One) that discrilminates against the woman student and

the w man faculty member. The research also indicates that wolten in
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ge nera1 T -) are more adaptable and somewhat less manipulative

than men, and that they'are often vi. 1 imized by unwarranted sex stereo-

typing. Further, definitive research in Cluster Three also makes it clear

that career women are bright, intelligent, and selfrconfident; that they

,tend not to be militant women libbers"; but that they cope successfully

with career and home, putting an emphasiS on a genuinely warm home environ- .

ment. Moreover, research in Cluster Four also indicates,that although male

counsel° s tend to he pos et!: dispos d toward working .women, female

counselors are significantly more positive toward a woman's having a wide

range-of alternatives that include both marriage and/or a ca _

(Cern gie Comml 9P.P0 unities for Women in lligher Educat 1973;

Oliver, 1975; Peters, 1974; Ronsi and Calde- ood, eds. 1973.)

At the end of the workshop, et-sion in which the above data were pre-

sented, the counselors responded again to the same attitudinal questionnaire.

Between the t-- questionnaires the respondents participated in a workshop

session of four par

Specifically, the respondents heard two, ten-to-fifteen mtnute mini-

lectures" -- one by the male and one by the feNale workshop,leader. Essen-

tially, these mini-lectures delineated the ahove research findings, but from

two point's of vi -- a researehe r. (the woman) and a pra titioner's (the

man ) After these presentations, the workshop leaders role-played a counsel-

ing situaticri, the man assumlitg the counselur's role and'the woman the

counselee's. This counseling demonstration offered variations and alter-

-tive- to traditional counselor responses so as to indicate to the respon-

dents ways in Alich they might reduce stereotypical attitudes in-themselves

and in thOr

groups

lents. Given such an example, the respondents-broke into

a male counselor, a female 000nselee," and a . ale observ-

-- to use in a simulated counsLing session the variation/alternative



responses they had just obseived.- These simulations concluded the respon-,

dents_convened once again as a wholc Ind particif5ated in a disoussion'de-

',.

signed to provide feedback to th.g, workshop leaders.

which emphas ze and augment theThese several expo iences, all

theory and practice of career c'ounseling with women, become the influencing

factors -- more.precisely, the independent variables --.to affect whatever

differences-obtain between the respondents! scores on the questionnaire

given at the beginning and at tha and of the workshop sslon.

Previous experience with similar groups led the workshop leaders to

believe that the independent variables would have little effec_ irt changing

the attiudes of female counselors;-these women either possesSed,such in-

f_mation or, being cg!eer women thems.lves-, intuited the concepts.. How-

ever, the research team ( e., the wcrkshop leaders) was unable to specify

the nature or direction of attitudinal change either in the, male counselors

or in the respondents as a, whole.

The overall statistical analysis proceeds by means of the t-test.

The pre-test item scores were compared to the post-test item scores fox'all

respondents collectively, for male respondents, and 'for female respondents.

The male respondents! scores were compared to the female respondents

it m scores, separately, on the pre-test and: the post-test. Eventually,

these several ,item-score Comparisons were collapsed in .terms of the four

clusters. An overview of these analyses indicates thst significant dif-

ferences, ranging from the .05 to the .01 levels of confidence, obtain

mainly in two of the four clusters -- Cluster One, Aherican higher educe-

*tiett!s perspective toward womenstudents, and Cluseer Three, the charac-

teristics of working women,

6



IHE FINDINGS

An item ana -s:s of ail tin, respondents scores (based on a 5-point

scale -- 1 inditating the negative and 5, the positive_ on-the pre- and

post-tests indicates that significant differendes do. occur on, some ofthe

items exe7plifying higher education's poin_ f vie-- toward women (Clusker

One and the characteristics-of career wOmen (Cluster Three). These data

are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 indicates not only the direction of the change in ali respon-

dents' attitudes, but alsO the nature of the change. .In Cluster One, for

examPte, while the attitudinal, change is significant at fhe .01 level of

confidence, the direction of change in Item 4 (Professors tend to hold gen-

erally negative attitudes toward women --udents.) moves from the negative

to a position of neutrality. Cluster One's item 5 (American'higher educa-

tion proceeds from a male perspective.), however, represents a significant

shift from relative neutrality to a more positive position. Nonetheless,

in both items 4 and 5, the nature of the change brings respondents more

nearly into aceord with research findings at the post-test than they were,

at the prO-test. Similarly, the data in Cluster Three's items 13 (A high

GPA correlates pesitively with a woman's intent to pursue a career.) and

14 (As children, career women enjoy positive relationships with their Par-

ents.) demonstrate significant attitudinal change, also at the .01 level

idence, in the respondents' awareness of a career woman's characteris-

. tics A-d again, the, nature of the change brings the'respondents more

nearly into accord with research findings.

2. That there are significant differences between male and female

counselor attitudes toward _careers for women in three -f the four clust

areas is ndicated by Table 2. The items range from stateMents regarding
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TABLE 1,

ITEM_SCORE DIFFERENCES ON PRE-* AND POST-+ TESTS -

BY TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS#

ean Sigma

Pre Post Pre Post

Cluster One

Item 4

ltem

Cluster Three

2:46 2.91 .76 .93

2.73. 3.82 1.04. .40

Item 13 2.56 3.46 . ..62 .1.07
/

/

Item 14 3.69 4.02 ,80 .62

*Pre-te N = 48; 32 males and 16 females

4-Pos_-test: N - 56; 38-males and 18 females

#For each item; P = .01



TABLE 2

PRE-TEST ITEM SCORE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MALE AND FEMAE

COUNSELORS BY THREE CLUSTERS

Female.(N = 16)

Mean Sigma

Male

!can

= 32)

S igma

Cluster One

Item 5 3.63 .85 2.23 2.44

Cluster

Item 11 4.00 .79 3.20 1.23

Cluster Three

I em 1 4.12 .69 3.56 .79

Item 4.69 .46 3.72 .51

Item 4.00 .50 2.91 2.40

Item 8 4.75 .44 4.03 .30

Item 14 4.25 .97 2.38 .65

*Item 6, P .02 all other Items, P .01.



-eer oman's capacity for coping with ca __er and marriage tems 3, 6,

and 8) to her general capacity for mi iifying her behavior according to

situational needs and relationships (item 11).

The data in Table 2 indicate that female counselors are significantly

mo e attuned to the general research findings than are their male counter-

parts. In Cluster One, for example, the women realize more fully than men

that higher education proceeds from a male perspective-and this difference

is ign [ticant at the .01 'eve, _onfidenco. Similarly, female connselors

are more fully aware of a woman's capacity for perceiving interielatiOnships

in a situation and adapting her behavior accordingly, and this difference,

too, nificant at the .01 level. Cluster Three, which delineates

characteristics of career women, demonstrates that the female counselor

is'significantly more in accord with general research findings than are the

men;, with only one exception (kte_ 6, P 02) the differences are sign

cant at the .01 level.

3. In only one cluster, Cluster_ Three on the characte- s_ cs of

'career women, are there significant differences between the pre- and post-

test scores of female counselors. These data, not here tabularized, indi-

Cate that these women become more fully convinced that a high GPA is posi-:

tively correlated with a woman's intention to pursue a career (ite 13),

-arld, this difference is signifieant at'the .01 level. However, these same

respondcnts become less certain (i e., they were less in -accord with research

findings on the pOst-test than they were on the pre.- ') that the caree,7

patterns of women do not differ from those of men because women are less

qualified or less capable than men ( tem 8).
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4. The attitudes of the male counselors change between the pre- and

po _-tests in two clnsters. Table 3 ;,lesents these findings.

As-Table 3 demonstrates, the attitudes of male counselors shift Ag-

nificantly toward research findings in two of the four clusters. In Cluster

One, the male respondents become more fully.aware at the pos -test than they

were at the pre-test that American higher education does proceed-froma male

perspective (as research has found), and this difference is si nificant at

the .01 level. In Cluster Three, also, the male counselors demonstrate sig-r

nificant attitudinal change regarding the Characteristies of career women.

Not only do they eome to realize more. fully by the poSt-test that the higher

a woman's CPA the more likely she is to pursue a career (item 13, P .01),

but also they learn that a_career woman is not the product of strained'and/or

negative relationships with her parents (iteM 14, P = .05).

5. Finally, three of the four clusters demoristrate-attitudinal dif-

ferences between the male and female respondents on the post-test.. Table 4

presents these data.-

Table 4's data demonstrate significant differences between the post-

test _ scores of male and ferwl.e counselors i_ three.clustera. Although uo

differences obtain between, the men's and women's post-test scores.i- Clus-,

ter One, the other three cluste s do contain differer, 9. In Cluste Two,

item 11, on a woman's behavior in ter-s Of 'her immediate environment, the

dais indicate that women counselors, more so,than male counselors, become

'even more attuned to the general research findings in this area of-concern.

Cluster Three,- on the characteristics of career women demonstrates:dif-

ferences In several items between the two groups ef respondents, and these

differences range from significance at the .05'(item 14) to the .01 level

of confidence (items 1, 3, 13). Similarly, 'Cluster four which containa

11



TABLE 3-

PRE- POST-TEST ITEM SCORE DIFFERENCES OF

MALE COUNSELORS BY TWO CLUSTERS

Pre-Test

Mean

N = 32)

Sigma

Post-Test (N

Mean

Cluser One

It,em 5* . 2.28 2.44 3.92 .91

Clust _ Three.

Item 13*.

Ite 14#

2.34

3.41

1.01

.89

3 18

3.87

1.07

.47

*P = .01

= .05

12



TABLE 4

POST-TEST ITEM SCORE.DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MA E AND FEMALE

COUNSELORS BY THREE CLUSTERS

Fem. N = 1_

Item 11 3.83 .96

'Cluster Three

Item 1

Item 3

ite

Item

Item 13 '

Item 14#:

4.67-

4.06

4.61

4.06

4.33

.47 , 3.74 .63

1.25/ 3.66 1.06

.40 ' 3.61 .96

-75 4.11 .50

.78 .18 1.07

.76 3.87 .47

Clubte



iteMs represen ing contempptary counseling information, indicates that thec

counselors are\more-fully awar- than men that female counselors

significan ly more positively, disposed toward a womaWs working

(item 2, P In all each item and each cluster in Table 4 demonst

significant attitudinal, differendes betWeen male and female counselors, the

women being more in-accord with general research findings than the'men.

CONCLUSIONSAND DISCUSSION

Severe conclusions emanate from these data. The first might read that.-
,

although ma e counselors in Oe public school andtommunity colleges of the
-

. southwest either areneu -al-about.or hpld slightly positive attitudes towdrd

a woman's working, their female tounterpaits hold significantly more positive

attitudes toward woman and careers, with or without marriage. Sucit a conclu-

sion coincides neatly with other research findings (see Peters,-1974,.p. 14).
(

MoreOVer, soft, anecdotal data also tend to understore this conclusion--- For

example, on mare than one occasion al male coUnselor has=said,_ 'What do lea)!

when a -an student comes to e wanting to be a welder? Let her? In other

tiords, I'm the one with theTroblem,in sexstereotyping, not _y women poun-

selees. What do I do about it?" in response to'queations like these was

the foregoing research designed..

since the male counselors' do experience attitudinal change as

measured by the hard and

---

belieVe that male counsel _ss appear to be not only receptive to the idea of

data here presented,-there is.every reason tc

a woman's working, but also genuinely desirous'of providing a range of al-

te natives for their women counselees.

Further, just as male tounselors -tend to experience attitudinal change

bm a neutral-or slightly positive position to an even more positive position

14



according to the conceptual' informtV,n carriedlly the independentvariables,

so female c- nselors tend also to experience attitudinal change from positive

l
to strongly positive and perhaps in p oportional degre_ Such reads the

!_
second conclusion, frhe Analysis of data

that women counselors experience 'change kjust as men do, but, -ince; they' are.'

ith but one exCeption, indicates:

farther along the continuum Of change a 'he they,.:g_. farther alonk

the line of change under the influence he independent variables. Conse7

quently, it is.a,Mistake to suggest that 4ie female reSpondents of this studyl

do not change:. Theconclusion is not that the male respondents change enough

td.catch up with the attitudes- of'th'e o en counaelors; instead, it it that
. / _

-'both groups of respondents change -- in app ximately the Same degree-and

_in the same positive direction, the one-more_ h n the other because:of their

initial positions on the continuum of change.

The next conclusiOn-considers the nature 6_
,

the attitudinal change ip-

self in both groups ofrespondents. At first, the changes broUght'about by

the independent variables seem to oceur in the more general, abstract areas

a-d women and theof Clusters Ohe and Two, higher education's perspec

)

cbaracteristits of woMen as women. Then, as the Change i_ in,process,it

fends to focus on the attitudes held by both groups,of respondents) toward

the,characteristics of career women, and so.becomes less abstract and,more

OeCific. Finally, the nature of the'attitudinal changes becomes concrete,
.

specifically so in contemporary informational counseling concepts (see

Carnegie Commission, .1973; Olive , 1975). lp short, the general attitudinal

changes iorboth mai_ and female counselor's become increAsingly focUsed on

the couhseling.processjtself. Nonetheless, one- might Aisb suggest that,

in order for specific attitudinal changes to occur, there needs'first to be

IA d-a)more general batkground ofinformation and such a-conclusion seems
/

15
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borne out by Cluster Three's chn acteriatics'of caieer women --the

.one independent variable stressed b. Lhe -orkshop leaders reflected by the

'number of Items on the questionnaire, and couched within the Parameters estab-.

lished by the independent variables exemplified byAhose.clustera concerned

with the-perspecti e of American higher education toward women students and

the characteristics of women in general. Then, and only then, do the impli-
)

cations of the first three clusters become manif-et, specificalky the last

of coulseling, Cluster Four.

In all, it seems clear that female and male Counselors in the south-

west's public schools and community colleges are inflnented -,but not neces
to

sarily victimized in one way or another, by sex stereotypoes. _On 'the ene

-hand, both hard and soft data suggest that .dale counselors find it somewhat

more difficult than women counselors to let go the stereotype of "a woman's

place is in the home," and/or to reach o-, toward the Current school of

thought that women are in-the experiences of all human being's (Macdenald and

'

Macdonald, 1975). On the other hand; wemen:counselers onfrOnted by u

--arranted stereotyping (see Peters, 1974, Op. 11-12, 15-16) :which day's that

a woman cannot be so successful as a man irva career because she is less

qualified, less committed, and less capable than a man --ilseem sometimes 'fb

lack the Courage-of theyr Intuitive convictions. ,Nàneth1ess, when these

respondents are provided with the substantive backgreundlinformation in
, ,

herent'in the independent 'variables,- they 'do changet least.in attitude.

(Whethe_ or not they change in behaViorjs meat for an ther eesay.)

Taken collectively, the data of this research's dy tend'to suggest

that although sex-stereotyping may well be an invidiciu- an& subtle societal

'stamp; it-can be overcome .chiefly by a-reasonable grid deliberate-ftvsenta

tion Of factual data. Once- counselors, both men and woten become aware of
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how and when _ex stereotyping occurs, espe_ally in,terms Of' _pen and -

careers, their counseling efferts to overco e those human indignities

caused by such -tereotyping can and will meet with success.

Just as women need to feel that.they are capable of contributing to

s4cietal good in their own way, be it career or mar iage or some combination-

both,eo men need to feel that theirs is not the single ol.oerburdening,

soul-wrenching responsibility for the:on-going.go-d of society; Inthe óiII

plexity that is-the.contempo__ry Ame Jean society, one sexls sole respon

bility-for on-going societal good is too great a burden in. ehoulder. Women

can and-should play an integral role. Faciiitating this tolejs the respon7.

sibility -- and the Challenge cif a_l the counselors in the.nation's

schools, colleges, and univers ties.

Why not, then; let a woman be what she can be?
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